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About Madico
Headquartered in Tampa Bay, Florida, Madico, Inc. innovates, manufactures, and distributes a broad range of protective,
functional and decorative materials-based solutions including films, coatings and laminates for various industries worldwide
from automotive and architecture to healthcare and aerospace. Since 1903, Madico has pioneered industry-first products
with an unrivaled commitment to quality and dedication to its customers. Madico is a fully-owned subsidiary of Lintec USA
Holdings, Inc. For more information, visit www.madico.com.
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All Madico commercial
window films are
recommended by
the Skin Cancer
Foundation

Reduced Energy Costs
Madico window films reject up to 81% of the sun’s solar energy, leading to reduced
cooling costs. In the winter, the same film helps retain interior warmth.
Increased Comfort and Productivity
Solar control window films contribute to a more comfortable occupant environment
by eliminating hot spots within a building. More consistent interior temperatures can
lead to improved comfort and productivity.
Improved Aesthetics Inside and Out
Madico window films improve aesthetics from the outside by creating a uniform
appearance on glass, giving buildings a sleek, modern look. On the inside, window
film reduces glare so occupants have a better view of the outdoors. Madico films block
over 99% of ultraviolet (UV) rays which cause fading of furnishings and unwanted UV
exposure for occupants near windows.
Additional Solutions
Madico also offers window film solutions for safety and security, graffiti mitigation,
decorative, and specialty applications. Contact a Madico dealer to find the right
solution for you.

Glazing Solutions for
Every Application

Solar Control Film Benefits:
•
•
•
•

Optimize building energy efficiency
Block more than 99% of UV rays
Reduce cooling costs
Control excessive heat and glare

•
•
•
•

Increase occupant comfort
Minimize fading of furnishings
Improve exterior aesthetics
Augment glass safety

•

United States Embassies
around the world
AAA Headquarters

Notable Installations:
•
•
•
•

EFG Hermes Investment Bank of Egypt
JP Morgan International
American Red Cross Headquarters
United States Department of State

•

Manufactured by Madico
When you purchase Madico film, you can rest assured that you have selected
a high quality and extensively tested product. Headquartered in the Tampa Bay
region of Florida, Madico manufactures and distributes high performance window
films for automotive, architectural, and safety and security applications through
nine company-owned distribution centers in North America as well as an extensive
international distribution network.
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Madico Commercial Window Films Provide Benefits
Beyond Solar Control

